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Quality of life for patients

and their families

Understanding of cancer

2
Prevention and early detection

3
Diagnosis and treatment

Mission Cancer & its 4 key objectives
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Mapping of expertise & brainstorming on future projects

Susanne

Resch

(BNN)

Andreas

Falk (BNN)

Corina

Lorz

(CIEMAT)

Spain

Yifan Jiang

and Tom

Roussel

CINaM

Corina,

CIEMAT

Head and

neck cancer

Nazende

Günday-

Türeli /

MyBiotech

Sabrina

Pricl,

University of

Trieste

Corina,

CIEMAT

In vitro drug

toxicity assays

Arturs Abols

(Latvian

Biomedical

Research and

study center)

Corina,

CIEMAT

In vivo

imaging

in situ inducing

tumor to deliver

drug by

extracellular

vesicles

Sabrina Pricl:

computational and

experimental

structural biology;

physico-chemical

studies; in vitro

testing;

Ana Patrícia

Carlos 

Universidade

de Coimbra 

Corina,

CIEMAT

PI3K pathway

inhibitors

Thyroid cancer

Cholesterol

metabolism,

Eugenia Mato

Carlo

Morasso, ICS

Maugeri

IRCCS

Helena

Oliveira

(University

of Aveiro)

Corina,

CIEMAT

BET

inhibitors

Magnetically guided

DDS for delivering

the drugs into the

GBM tumour

vascularization

Contra: Invasive -

apply during OP

Corina,

CIEMAT

PI3K

pathway

Corina,

CIEMAT

HIPPO-YAP/

TAZ pathway

Eugenia

Sabrina Pricl: Drug

design and

development

(including protein

degraders) (in

silico and in vitro)

Impedance-based methods for

(nano)toxicity screening for adherent

cells and single cells in high

throughput and in real-time

Electro-chemical mehtods (cyclic

voltammetry) for oxidative stress

assessment

TEER (barrier permeability)

Microfluidics  for real-time

impedance- microscopy using 2D,

3D, tissues, organotypics and

organs-on-a-chip

Corina, CIEMAT

Implication of the

HIPPO-YAP/TAZ

pathway in head and

neck cancer as a

potentiol target in

this cancer type

Joanna Wietrzyk,

Hirszfeld Institute

of Immunology

and Experimental

Therapy

Clinical

translation

Sabrina Pricl:

fundamental

studies on "less

druggable but yet

primary actors in

DAN damage and

repair in cancer"

Arturs Abols

Organs on chip

in particular lung

cancer models,

colon models

Scale-up

and tech

transfer

Corina, CIEMAT

Identify susceptibility/

resistance to YAP/

TAZ pathway

inhibitors in head and

neck cancer

Clinical

translation

Sabrina Pricl:

Effect of

cancer

proteins PVs

on treatmens

GMP

Manufacturing

Carlo, IOR

Expertise: biology, stem cells,

Experimental therapeutics, novel

drug targets, DNA/RNA

therapeutics, Antibody-based

drugs, Nanomedicine. 

Preclinical models: cell lines,

Organoids, Spheroids, Xeno/

allografts, GEMMs. 

Goals: Overcome treatment

resistance and failure. Precision

medicine and nanomedicine

In vivo cancer

models (breast,

colon, prostate,

urinary bladder) -

orthotopic, in vivo

imaging etc.

Arturs Abols:

Extracellular

vesicles as

drug carriers

Corina, CIEMAT

Development of

nanocarriers that

specifically target cancer

cells (i.e. EGFR expressing

cells in colorectal, head

and neck cancer and EGFR-

overexpressing lung

tumours)

Carlo

Catapano,

IOR

Carlo, IOR:

cancer biology (prostate,

liver and other solid

tumors) and therapeutic

targets: epigenetic,

transcription factors, cell

metabolism. preclinical

models and clinical

studies

Sabrina Pricl: current

ongoing projects

(examples):: rare variants

of B-raf in melanomas:

are they eligible for

treatments? Abraxas and

BRCA1: when they

mutations bevome PVs?

Magnetically guided

system for delivering

the diagnostic agent

into the GBM tumour

vascularization

Contra: Invasive -

apply during OP

Precise detection of

tumor by Positron

Emission Tomographt
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Corina,

CIEMAT

Cancer

xenograft

models 

Christoph

Magnes (JR)

Clinical

translation

Clinical

translation

Questionnaire-

based

assessment of

quality of life

tumor is

constantly

evolving

Gil Goncalves: wereable

smart sensing systems

for braest cancer

detection. Development

of sensorized tumor-on-

chip. 3D organoids

monitorization.

Corina, CIEMAT

Evaluate te effect of YAP/

TAZ (BET inhibitors) on

tumour growth and tumour

micrienvironment of head

and neck cancer and other

solid (inmmune-hot)

epithelial tumours

Gil

Gonçalves -

University of

Aveiro

We should use

tumor for

fighting tumor,

just like what

tumor does to

the body

Sabrina Pricl:

Design, synthesis

and in vitro testing

of new nanocarriers
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Tissue

mechanics

such as shear

stress on drug

delivery
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Extracellular

Vesicles as

Biomarker

Helena: Current ongoing

project: Novel upconversion

nanoparticles for multimodal

therapy of melanoma:

pHOtothermal Therapy,

PhOtodynamic therapy and

chemoTherapy.

In vitro testing

Tissue

mechanics

effect on

cancer cell

migration

Carlo, IOR

Overcome treatment resistance

and failure. Understading tumor-

microenvironment interactions.

tumor heterogeneity, cancer

stem cells. Improve/overcome

limitations of precision medicine.

Apply  nanomedicine-based

strategies.

Christoph Magnes (JR):

Methods

1)�Glioblastoma

Xenograft Modell by

cerebral OFM

2)�Drug Screening

Platform / Metabolomics

Biomarker

Carlo, IOR

understanding cancer biology

and novel therapeutic targets. 

role of tumor

microenvironment/tumor

ecosystem. 

improved preclinical models of

primary tumors and metastatic

tumors (in vitro, ex vivo) and

clinical study design

Understanding

role of lipids in

cancer

Microbiota

role in

cancer

develoment

Mariastefania

Antica, Croatia

Gil Gonçalves:

Sensorized

tumor-on-chip.

3D organoids.

Mariastefania: A bank

of human tissues

(Leukemia and

lymphoma) and a

bank of healthy

human thymic

epithelial cells

available

Gil Gonçalves:

photodynamic

therapy, neutron

cancer therapy,

tumor-on-chip,

photoluminesce,

organoids


